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Summary

Failure rates of modemn ASICs and ASSPs can not be
demonstrated using reliability tests on product level.
Reliability demonstration must be done by
quantifying tihe quality of the prcs thatd produces
there integrated circuits. PRoces capability however.
is not fixed over tme. As a process geas more mnr
process capability tends to improve. In dhis paper we
introduce the concept of process maturity growth to
quantify the quality of suppier processes. as
function of time. The method is illustrated for a
submicron double metal CMOS prcs in which
many mixed standard cell and foillcso designs

i i Fig- 1. Chaiviag~prerequisitesforlC

These developments we schematically given in Fig.
T~iinlyqaiiaino app~licton2 W'Ieif I and they require a change in vendor/customer
"intgrte cicut (AS~s an a*PPato spreatioship with respect to qualification anid

stanardprouct (AS~s)is omeon podut lvel reliability demonstration (Ref. 3). From consumer
Mus means that afte design. manufacturing and electocs nutyw bev w chage dti ar e
evaluation of the integrated circuits, product No are going on at this moment. First, the mniaber of
carried out to ensure product quality and reliability. supir deiv~ering integrated circuits we minmise
For several reasons this qI nSIX wWl becmne to a a IndF of preferred suppliers
obsolete in the near future (Refa. 1-3). Most
important reasons me: Secondly, assa consequence. not only the products of

* curend reqiredL~ ~~. ~ thes preferred supplifers me qualified but more0 uretyreure o fiur a__eel a important, the design and manufacturing processes ofno longer cost effectively be measured on th suple w uliflid. For a semiconductor
product level becaen do would require too supplier these me the IC design process. the wafer
maniyutstsamples fob processa and the assembly p nrocess. This change

* decreasing time to market of new ASIC ftm product qualification to process qualification is
designS does not allow a long qualification schematically given in figures 2 and 3.

* there is a nrend towards more functional
diversity mad smaller muansibcturing volumies,
full -idc qmmlificatlon does noat pay off for
the semal manuftcuf voloe,
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Suppler CustomerIIIIII

.IdkýFig. 3. Qualification, based on design and prodm non
aWAL aprocesses

Tin opposite regarding design freedom we ASSPs
FIS.2. 1ra~ondOpereltedIC qudiicaionthat we full custom designed. Ibis is given in Table
Fig.2. radtionl niperelaed C qa1~fcaton1. The feedom in this design style is sucha that

Processes el-..ca cbrceiao n eiblt

Th al~tsc.gie.i Fg.3is~demonution am typically don fo [ac C tye
Theappoac, ivet i Fg. isconepualy vry Many ASIC designs that we face in consumer

simple. It is important. however. to emphasise amre electronics products mue standard cell designs with
major poesequisilea. necesasry for a successful some custom designed instances at mixed
completion of this process. digitaiVanalogu ASICs. For cost andor performance

1. Asuplie mda cutomr o anreasons they may be realised in a new production
1. Asuplie Sk £ ustnie ofSi"-&erated technology. Given the developments fron Fig. I it

circuit should agree to exchange information mu these type of ASICs where it is most difficult for,
beyond the normal product specifications to develop efficiern standard process based

2. A supplier and a customer should agree what qulfcdl Proceduares.
parameters in (design mad production) processes

of a flamily of XS mu relevant for a customer IC type

3. A supplier and a customer should agree bow the FPGAi
resulta of such a process assessment ame Solemnly 8,
monitored; riot only during a first qualification amarcabutitalso in time ii kfr cell

This pocems based approach tomdievc axad atdiaastom ----
qualification is "o new in electronics industry. I _ _ _

Today already many ASICB that amu used in 3 tidl cuype
consuer electronics products mu qualified by their .1ASS? _ _

design ned production processes. Some examples am
gate uiays and digital standard cell designs. Thene Table 1: D~fferent sypes of ASICs hi consauner
design techrnologies have in common that design and electronics industry have different
productiona procsse ca be highl ssaidardisedL Tim qua'fickauion sowaegies
design fieedom is limited and device quaifcation
cn lbe done on basis of design mad production At this moment for most of this type of ASICs type
Iec. for two nwons: qualiition bs peatoried. For reasons mentioned

beore airgoal is tocome toa a roces way of
1. There is a largestructursl similarty betweena the *Wfiufcation also for these type Of Circuits. in this

devices pape such an approach is describe for IC
2. Perfatmsac and reliability mue regularly pI , ctio process. Design- =4asserobly are not

monilored repctively demnonstrated uing a inclded. It 6 a two Imp Approach:
reptesualaive Ma device. For stanard cell tis
cam e ba special designed IC with past of the 1. Asseasb do I production p r - for the rido
libroy ando sea srucm-eon lr inivolve for tire customer
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2. Uimit the typ specdi qualification amts o the As an example we have Aetched die developmen of
items that pose a Ais for doe canomer pmncess deect induced IEPR as a functio of time.

The maturity growth is valid for many process
Tids approach is not so straightforward as it may aspects. Some of thene can be PCM parameters
seem because in general I ncmP capability is a random yield. PPM levels. etc. Process parameter
function of time. As more products are made in a that art under SPC typically develop in the smae
specific process die maturity of die process will way. This is given in Fig. S.
increase To monitor this we will introduce the
concept of process maturity growth to be "bl to
quantify the capability of the suppliers; processesmwub
with regard to customer products as a function of
time.

Process maturity growth

With a simple example we will illustrate what is...
Meant by process maturity growth. For this example
we will use "process; defect induced! early failure
rate (EFR) as a set of failure mechanisms that needs
to be described over time. What typically is found...
when a new production process grows towards a I"
mature process is given in Fig. 4. Typically once the
process is able to make ICs that perform to function
and reliablity (end of fife) requirements (this is
called Potential Phane) die EFk is still much highaer
than the ultimate capabilit of the manuftcturing Fig. 5. D(Oferentphaies durinS process 4fe of processIline. Due to all sonts of improvement actions (e.g. on variables under SPC
scratches, particles) fte EFR of the new process
mprove rapidly. Howeve due to special failure In Fig. 5 the following three phases can he
modes the performance is not continually decreasing dastiagirisIIC
but in the beginning of the lifetime of the new
Process some 'humps are seen in EHR rawe due to 1. Potential At the end of this phase the
Some special failure modes. This period is called process is able to produce
consistency ph&se At the end of die consistency devices that conform to function
P11ase9 thes speia causes amreliminatedi an and reliability (end of life)
remaining defects are successfully contained the EFR requirements.
Of the new process will become stable. Containment 2. Consistency At the end of this phase all
of the defects can not only be dome on pmncess level special causes of variation are
by the control of particles but also by yiel screening elimiated so that the Yield and
on wafer level (Ref. 4) or by IDD testing on product early life failur rates are stable.
level (Ref. 5). Most gnteoestin customer of 3. Performance During this phas common
products from the new proes is the point in time ca (inheen) variation is

where the process defect Windced EFR from the new reduced such that quality and
process begins at the performance phase. early life failure rates are met.

ZhRWm wo In the previous examples we have shown how theIi humiuSPC controlled variables as well as non SPC
controlled variables typically develop as the
production pmocess grows to a maure pace. This
trend is valid for many process aspects and therefore
a simila trend can also be found in the overallii Process capability. In FIg. 6 an example is given ofEmb" how the overall process capability changes during a

piocesslifetime.

In Fig. 6 two line wre drawn. One is indicating the

Fig. 4. Process defct hadwed EFR mataly growth process capability of an existing mature process. The
other line descnibe the process capability 0( a new
process which technolog resembles the mtr



prcm(e~g. onl tho miaimum dimmiion we axis the severity of the failure for the customer ate
mur~er).indicated. An example maturity grid is drawn in Fig.

7.

OMMIMA U C a

............ z ..........

Fig. 6. Typical process capability of a matur and Fig. 7. An example of a maturity grid
new inaiu&actaLa process

Position Al is the ame with the highest risk. Positio
We see that the mature procon has a tal" process D4 is the ares, with the lowest risk. As the suppliers

capability. lth capability of the new process is at the F n -as gets amo Matu roe ssbco items will shift
start less than the capability of the mature p rmu from the upper left comner to the lowrm right comner in
but when the new process becomes mature ins the maturity grid, typically somewhere along the
capability will become beaue than the existing diagonal line, as indicated by the arrow in Fig. 7.
process. Most inuresting for customers is the pon in
time where the capability of the new process To give a technical example of a maturity grid, in
becomes better than the capability of the existing Table 2 we have given the values along the axis for
Process- the risk for the customer with respect to EFR.

Although the values along the horizontal axi are
Because the process capability of a new production purely illustrative the chance for~ failue is given by

process depends so much on the maturity of the the EFR of similar products in the same production
process we developed a simple method to monitor process. The consequence of a failing device due to
process maturity growth. process defects is likely to be that the application of

the customer does not work according to
spcfcto.The severity of this problem for the

Moniorig prces maurit grwthcustomer largely depends on the ability of theMoniorig poces manit grwthsupplier to decrease the EFR. There is a large
In order to monitor the maturity of the process on a difference in seventy between the situation that the
regular banis we will use maturity grids. hMatri su~pplie faces a process limit or the situation tha the
grids are two dmimesional drawings in which the su~pplier will on short tam he able to improve the
maturity of one process aspect can be indicated. The EML Therefore the vertical axis indicates the
maturity grid can have any size but for ft sak of severity of the problem.
simplicity we will use example grids that have four
columns and four rows makringt a total of sixtee X-06 Y-Ixi
fields. This grid is shown in MSg. 7. The maturity gri -F W
is a risk assessment tool. This means that a customer A no improvement, equipmeatf I > 100
can rate the risk that certain procemsape has for __ troces canabili limit
the prducts he buys brom the supplier ib his B 501 of all failuresmweof 2 < 100
application. A risk for the customer can be defined. a known cause___
the product of the chance on failres and fth severity C most failure modes are 3 < 50
of these failures for the customer. Thus known, long term

Risk for customer =D m oat failure modes me 4 <1
P(faiure) * Severiy(filhxe) known, short term

Along fth horizontal axis of a maturity grid theTbe2.Vlsalnthaz frtemawy
chance for failures Is indicated. Along the vertical TA . aogri the wd~isaf~r d
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pot. process aspects ofpotential phaseperf...process aspect of perfornumce phase
cons. process aspects of consistency phase

Fig. 8. Expected process maturity growth

In the approach presented in this paper such a grid is Process defect induced EFR has been the only failure
made for many process aspects that influence product mechanism that has been treated so far in this
quality and reliability. By stacking all the grids on summary as an example failu~re mechanism. Of

top of each other it becomes clear which process course in an actual process maturity assessment
items need most attention from the supplier and/or many more process items are reviewed. In this
customer in order to improve product quality and section we will shortly give an overview of the4 reliability. In Fig. 8 a set of maturity grids is given maturity grids that are used to asses an industrial
that describes how the maturity of the process submicron double metal CMOS process. Table 4 lists
typically will develop as a function of time. In this the most important items of which maturity grids are
figure the axes of the maturity grids have become made. The items mentioned here are only top level
continuous (Ref. 6). Given the maturity growth from items. In order to be able to assess process details
Fig. 6 it is expected that process items from the while keeping an overall picture we have
potential phase will be mature before items from the implemented a hierarchy in this process assessment.
consistency phase. After the consistency phase items Fer example the EFR related maturity grid in the
from the performance phase will become matur, performance phase was given in Table 2. However if

the maturity of this item is not D4 the supplier is
asked to fill in more detailed maturity grids. These

An example am based on a pareto of the most importat failure
modes (e.g. gate oxde litho defects, inter-metal

As was described before, during the maturity growth oxide particles). For each failre mode the maturity

of a semiconductor manoactng process for many status must be indicated.
process aspects three phases can be distinguished.
These are the potential phase, the consistency phase Potential Technology muity
and the performance phase. In Table 3 the customer Library functionality
concerns regarding these three phases are descrbed. Library reliability

Reliability evaluation modules
process maturity phase customer concern Consistency Special causes in-line failures
potential phase Is the process capable of Special causes ESORT failures

delivering ICs that conform Special causes PCM failes
to functionality and S__ ecial causes E failures
reliability (end of life) Pedorm en PPM risk factor
reauiremens? Cmspuhmm

consitncy Phase Are special causes identfied Cpk in-Uie snmeers
and removed an time such
that no delivery problems EFR 4 is factor

_ _ _ will occur? Table 4. Main grops oftroces Arm
performance phase Are EFR and quality Levels

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ( , M ) m e t ?t W i, d n,, a ny of ue gr u p s d etai ed m atm t gr ads
Table 3. Ctomer NOW am drawn. By scking all top level maturty gridsT325



we get a good overview which p roess aspects am 4. Huston HIL, Clarke, C.P.. Reliability Defect
the least mature for the product At this moment we Detection, Monitoring and Screening During
have implemented the approach outlined. in this Processing. Proc. ESRElM9. Schwlbisch
paper with one suppler of ASICs and ASSFs in a Ommand.Germany.
subinicro CMOs tedinology. Since the method lhas
been recently developed, at this moment '-iAy one 5. McE--n S.D., Reliability Benefits of DQ
matu"t assessment ha& been done. Because the tool JEITA, vol3. nr4. December1992.
is stil in an evaluation phas at this monient the
method is used in addition to the traditional way of 6. Hugge P.B. A Quality Process Approach To
type qualification. In our experienc so far, we have Electronic Systems Reliability, Proc. of the
found that there are several advantage in using Reliability and Maintainabili~ty Symposium,
maturity grid for describing process maturity. Sonme 1993.
of these are:
"* the tool is easy to Use, people MrespMsbl (e.g.

process engineers, test engineers, reliability
engineer) can fill in these maturity grids
easdy

0 the maturity grids give a good overview which
process items pose the highest risk for the
customer of the ASICs

"* by filling out the maturity grids on a regular
basis it is possible to assess the process
maturity as a function of time

Condusion

Future reliability targets of ASICs and ASSPs can not
be demonstated by product lif tests. These figures
must be shown by the production process that
produces these products. This requires a change in
vendor/customer relationship.

The capability of the production process is not
constantL As the process gees more mature the
capability tends to improve, This is an important
atspect for qualification of prlodction processes

Once the ame along the maturity grids are
established, maturity grids are easy to use. By
performing process maturity assessment on a regular
basis the maturity can be found as a function of time,
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